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Full Stack Developer
full time, m/f/d

The challenge
§ Build delightful features that make

it easier to run a trucking business

§ Create rich experiences for 
construction companies that bring 
unparalleled innovation to their
supply chains

§ Take ownership of your own 
projects and bring them to fruition

The benefits
§ As an early employee you will have 

a huge impact on the company

§ Having complete flexibility with
your work schedule and freedom 
to make your own decisions

§ Competitive salary and a great office
in the heart of Kreuzberg. Free Fruits
+ Hot & Cold Drinks (Coffee, Mate..)

§ Every 6 weeks a cool Team-Event
such as Wakeboarding

Our current stack
§ Vue.js, Ruby on Rails, Postgres, 

Redis, Docker, AWS, GitLab, 
MetaBase

§ Comming up: hot new technologies
like Elixir, Go, TensorFlow, and 
Keras.

That‘s you
§ Hands-on experience in software 

development and keen to learn more

§ Solid in front- and backend-
development using frameworks like
Vue.js, Angular & React or RoR & 
Phoenix or equivalent experience 

§ Understanding of Docker, micro-
service architecture, and Postgres
(or equivalent experience)

§ You deliver value for our users within 
our agile environment

§ Open minded, positive and proactive 
team player who is passionate about 
their craft and up for a challenge

Join Kamioni, a Delivery Service
for construction materials & more

We at Kamioni are a well-funded fast-
growing logistics Startup with the 
goal to improve the construction 
logistics to reduce carbon emissions.

Supply and demand is connected on a 
single platform and the efficiency by 
each delivery improved.

Become part of our team and join 
our mission to accelerate the 
transition to sustainable and 
efficient logistics. 

If you have further questions, please 
call us or send us an e-mail. J

iwantajob@kamioni.de

Digital Logistics.
Easy & efficient.

Your work makes a real impact for a sustainable future.

http://kamioni.de

